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MEN’S & WOMEN’S 
SINGLES 

 

1 & 2 April 2023 

Event sponsored by The Grove Orewa  
EVENT DIRECTOR – Maureen Taylor 

HEADQUARTERS – Bowls Orewa 

214 Hibiscus Coast Highway, Orewa. Ph: 09 426 5937 
For any cancellations – please check the Bowls North Harbour Website & Facebook Page 



 

1-5 year Men and Women Singles 
1. General Conditions: The “General Conditions of Play” as they are available on the Bowls North Harbour 

website will apply to this event to the extent, they are applicable.  

2. Play will commence by: on Saturday 1st April with the men at Browns Bay and Sunnybrae and the women at 
Orewa at 8.30am, and on Sunday 2nd April 2023 with the men at Orewa at 8.30am and the women at Orewa 
at 10.00am.  

3. Bowls: Each player will play 4 bowls in each end.  

4. Dead Ends:  If an end becomes dead it must be replayed.  

5. Restricting the Movement of Players During Play: In all games, players will only be allowed to walk up to the 
head after delivery of their third bowl.  

6. Time Limit: A time limit of two hours will apply in all qualifying play and post section games apart from the 
final. The final will have no time limit. If the jack has been delivered before the end of the signalled time, the 
end will continue and if the end subsequently becomes dead it will be replayed.    

7. Qualifying: Entries will be drawn into sections of four with a round robin of three games with the winner 
being the first to score 21 shots, or is the clear winner after the end is completed when the time limit is 
signalled. All games in qualifying must be completed in full if the result has any bearing on the potential 
qualification of any player within the section.  

8. Ties in Qualifying Play: If a game is a tied after the end is completed when the time limit is signalled, or at 
the completion of the minimum number of ends as stated in the conditions of play “Inclement weather” 
below, then both players will be awarded one point.   

9. Byes in Qualifying Play: Should there not be an even number of player’s then a section(s) may contain a bye. 
The bye will be treated as a win and the same shots awarded to the player who has the bye that the winner 
of the other game in the section obtains in that round.      

10. Defaults: If a player defaults their score will be recorded as a loss. If all rounds of section play are completed 
the winner of the section will be determined from the result of the three games played between the three 
players remaining in the section. If due to weather or other circumstances three rounds of section play are 
not able to be completed, then the bye player/s will be awarded a win and the same total of shots scored by 
the winning player in the same round in the same section.     

11. Marking: All players are required to mark one round of Section play.  This is indicated on the chart by an “M”.  
Any player who fails to mark their scheduled game when required will be immediately disqualified from the 
competition.  Host clubs are kindly asked to provide additional markers where these are required.   

12. Determining a section winner: Three points will be awarded for each game won. One point will be awarded 
to each player if a game is tied. Where game points are equal the winner of each section will be the player 
with the highest total of shots scored. If the game points and shots scored are equal the player with the 
highest net total of shots will be the winner. If these are equal, the player that won the game when the two 
players met will be the section winner.  

13. Post Section: WOMEN – The winner and runner-up in each section will qualify for the quarter finals to be 
held at Orewa on Sunday 2 April with reporting time at 10.00am. 
 
MEN - The winners of all Sections 1 to 9 and the next best seven players will advance to Post Section play in 
the first round on Sunday 2 April with play commencing at 8.30am. The next best seven players will qualify 
from all sections on the same basis as determining a section winner in condition 12, down to the seventh-
place qualifier. If there is an equal situation for the last place qualifier, then this will be decided by the lowest 
total shots against. Post Section play will be to find a winner of each game played being the first to 21 shots 



within the time limit.  Players knocked out of the post section play must be available to mark the next round 
of games.    

 
14. Tie in Post Section Play: If after the required time is completed the scores are equal, an extra end, or ends, 

will be played to decide a winner. 
15. Inclement Weather: During qualifying play, if weather conditions affect play a minimum of eleven [11] ends 

will constitute a game.  If weather forces abandonment of play, 2 completed games will constitute 
completion of section play, and a result found from the 2 completed games. Each venue will be considered 
a separate competition when applying this rule. If weather forces abandonment at any one venue before 
the completion of at least 2 games of qualifying, the balance of events will be transferred to Day Two. If Day 
Two play is affected by weather conditions, the balance of games will be transferred to the next available 
reserve day. 

 
  



 



 



  



 



 

 



 


